**MAP OF EXHIBITIONS**

**08.–29.09.2021**

**DESIGNS FOR A COOLER PLANET**

---

**BETTER TO WEAR**

Väre, 1st floor, main lobby:

1. Other Kinds of Fashion
2. Sun-Powered Textiles
3. Shades of Green instrument – clarifying sustainability in textiles and fashion

**LOVING ENVIRONMENTS**

Väre, ground floor:

4. Travel Architecture on Arctic Circle
5. Nubia: No More
6. Climate Change, Health and Architecture
7. Putretti: Sustainable and safe fertilizer from nutrient rich raw materials and side streams
8. Wood Wonders
9. Interplay of Cultures Studio: Sámi
10. Main Street Project: How to turn a car-dominated road into a liveable street
11. Mind Meets Machine: Immersive Data-Interaction
12. Co-Act & Klong!

**INFINITE MATERIALS**

Väre, 1st floor:

13. Materialising the Future: CHEMARTS 10 years
14. Forests through Design
15. Korvaa 2: A phone case made of biodegradable plastic
16. Cellulose-based LCD screen
17. FoamWood: bio-based material solutions for a sustainable future
18. Resource-wise utilization of forest biomass – Case Lignin
19. Make pulping great again with gamma-valerolactone biorefinery
20. Seaweed Shrine
21. Towardless: Plant-based Electrical and Art Energy
22. Wardrobe Stories with New Order of Fashion

---

**UNDERGRADUATE CENTRE**

Beta SPACE Gallery
Korvaa 2: A phone case made of biodegradable plastic

---

**SCHOOL OF ARTS, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE**

**FLOORS**

-1, 1, 2

---

**Main entrance**

---

**Restaurant Kipsari**

Otaniementie 14, Espoo

---

**Beta SPACE Gallery**

Otakaari 1X, Espoo

---

**School of Business, 1st floor:**

10. Immersive Data-Interaction
11. Mind Meets Machine: Immersive Data-Interaction
12. Co-Act & Klong!

---

**VÄRE**

**Ekonomiakatu 1, Espoo**

---

**Main entrance**

---

**Restaurant Kipsari**

Otaniementie 14, Espoo

---

**Beta SPACE Gallery**

Otakaari 1X, Espoo

---

**School of Business, 1st floor:**

10. Main Street Project: How to turn a car-dominated road into a liveable street
11. Mind Meets Machine: Immersive Data-Interaction
12. Co-Act & Klong!

---

**Wardrobe Stories with New Order of Fashion**

---

**SEMINAR ROOMS**

---

**SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**

Ekonomiakatu 1, Espoo

---